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Do the neural circuits for reading vary across culture? Reading of
visually complexwriting systems such as Chinese has been proposed
to rely on areas outside the classical left-hemisphere network for
alphabetic reading. Here, however, we show that, once potential
confounds in cross-cultural comparisons are controlled for by pre-
senting handwritten stimuli to both Chinese and French readers,
the underlying network for visual word recognition may be more
universal than previously suspected. Using functional magnetic
resonance imaging in a semantic task with words written in cursive
font,we demonstrate that twouniversal circuits, a shape recognition
system (reading by eye) and a gesture recognition system (reading
by hand), are similarly activated and show identical patterns of
activation and repetition priming in the two language groups. These
activations cover most of the brain regions previously associated
with culture-specific tuning.Our results point toanextended reading
network that invariably comprises the occipitotemporal visualword-
form system, which is sensitive to well-formed static letter strings,
and a distinct left premotor region, Exner’s area,which is sensitive to
the forward or backward direction with which cursive letters are
dynamically presented. These findings suggest that cultural effects
in readingmerelymodulate afixed set of invariantmacroscopic brain
circuits, depending on surface features of orthographies.

cross-cultural invariance | functional magnetic resonance imaging |
neuronal recycling | masked priming

Approximately one-fifth of today’s world population is still
unable to read and write (1). The acquisition of written

language does not rely on a specific innate ability but is an edu-
cation-dependent skill resulting from the learning of mapping
rules linking written codes, speech sounds, and word meanings.
At the neural level, literacy acquisition imposes various structural
and functional changes to the human brain, particularly in the
visual cortex where responses become attuned to a specific script,
but also in other areas of the temporal and parietal lobes (2, 3).
The issue that we raise here is whether those changes vary

considerably from one culture to another or whether they consis-
tently engage a universal and largely invariant brain network. Past
research indicated that skilled reading universally relies on a pos-
terior left-hemisphere network, including the lateral occipito-
temporal visual word-form area (VWFA) for perceptual analysis
of written words (4, 5), the inferior parietal and superior temporal
cortices involved in print-to-sound translation (6, 7), and lateral
temporal cortices involved in access to word meaning (8–10).
Reading of alphabetic scripts engages this multicomponent system
with only small cultural variation depending on the degree of
transparency (11) and grain size (12) of the orthographic system.
However, beyond this shared left posterior network, several

previous studies with normal (8, 13, 14) and dyslexic (15, 16) Chi-
nese participants defended a culture-specific model whereby
logographic reading relies on unique cortical components (17). In
a lateral prefrontal region within Brodman’s area (BA) 9, just

anterior to the precentral cortex, meta-analyses suggest a greater
activation in Chinese compared with alphabetic readers (5, 17),
perhaps due to great demands on addressed phonology (17) or
visuospatial working memory (18). A posterior parietal region may
also contribute to the visuospatial analysis of character layout (13,
16). Finally, the acquisition of reading in Chinese has been pro-
posed to depend heavily on a motor memory for writing gestures
(19), in sharp contrast with the primary importance of phonological
awareness in alphabetic literacy (20). This strong reliance onmotor
knowledge may be mirrored by a fast activation of the left dorsal
premotor cortex (PMd), which has been reported in logographic
scripts (9) but not alphabetic scripts (10, 21). These observations
are in accord with other neuroimaging data showing experience-
driven cultural change in the cerebral language network (22–24).
In the present study, we ask whether, despite these suggestive

differences, the large-scale neural network for reading is in fact
invariant across cultures and only modulated by culture-specific
demands in the size and intensity of its activation. Cross-cultural
invariance is directly predicted by the “neuronal recycling” hy-
pothesis (25), according to which novel cultural acquisitions (e.g.,
writing and arithmetic) encroach on preexisting and innate neural
structures. Neuronal recycling predicts that strong anatomical and
functional constraints, inherited from prior evolution, channel
reading acquisition to a specific brain network and therefore
minimize cross-cultural variations.
Specifically, we hypothesize that, across all different cultures,

the mature reading network comprises both a visual shape analysis
system (i.e., VWFA) and a motor gesture decoding system. We
suggest that this extended network is universal and that only its
amount of activation is modulated according to the variable pro-
cessing demands of writing systems. A motor memory for writing,
in itself, is not a culture-specific component of logographic read-
ing, but is known to play a general role in literacy acquisition in
alphabetic literacy acquisition (26). Such gestural coding during
reading may rely on a fast neural pathway analogous to the well-
known motor theory of speech perception (27), i.e., a fast sensory-
motor loop that automatically recovers the intended motor ges-
tures underlying visually perceived handwritten traces, probably
via a part of the left PMd known as Exner’s area (28, 29). Indeed,
the visual perception of alphabetic handwriting is known to auto-
matically activate dynamic motor representations of writing
actions (30). Gesture coding may also require a strategic top-down
attention and effort involving a prefrontal-parietal network that
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activates whenever subjects are presented with degraded and hard-
to-read words (31, 32). Such automatic and top-down activations
may have created a confound in the earlier comparisons of Chi-
nese versus alphabetic reading, because most neuroimaging stud-
ies of alphabetic reading have used printed letter strings, with a
roman typography that departs strongly from handwriting, whereas
most of the known cultural effects of Chinese reading were ob-
tained using cursive-looking characters.
Here, we attempt to separate the culture-specific and culture-

universal models of reading by using parallel functional MRI
(fMRI) experiments inFrench andChinese participants.We rely on
a masked repetition priming paradigm that presents visible target
words preceded by masked prime words, all in cursive style (Fig. 1),
in an attempt to match the amount of stimulus-driven visuomotor
activation between different scripts. We monitor the amount of
automatic fMRI repetition suppression, or neural activation re-
duction occurring when amasked prime is identical to the following
target (33). Whereas the prime word is always presented in normal
cursive writing, we further manipulate the difficulty in recognizing
the target word in two orthogonal ways: (i) it can appear all at once
(static), serially in the forward direction (as whenwatching someone
write), or in the backward direction (each letter or stroke is written
in a counter natural backward motion); and (ii) the layout of the
target word’s letters can be normal or spatially compressed (SI
Methods). This experimental design aims to activate the entire set of
brain areas forming the extended reading network, including a pu-
tative gesture decoding system, and to probe which of these areas
show masked priming, i.e., are quickly recruited during processing
of a flashed, normally written cursive word.
The universalist view predicts that, in both Chinese and French

readers, the extended reading network should dissociate into two

dissociable decoding systems. On the one hand, the VWFA, which
is assumed to code for the relative arrangement of the symbols
composing a word (4), should show maximal priming when targets
appear as static displays. On the other hand, Exner’s area (28, 29),
which is assumed to code for inferred gestures, should resist to
spatial distortion but exhibit maximal priming when targets appear
as a dynamic trajectory in the normal forward-writing direction;
writing words with an unnatural backward motion should prevent
the gestural system from activating. These two decoding systems
may activate slightly differently depending on the surface features
of written words, but they should operate with both French and
Chinese characters, thus forming a more extensive and invariant
reading network than previously known.

Results
Behavioral Results. Mean reaction times and error rates during
semantic categorization are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1, re-
spectively. We examined the reaction time data for correct
responses using a 3× 2× 2× 2ANOVA, treating trajectory pattern
(forward, backward or static), spatial layout (normal or distorted),
and repetition (same or different prime) as within-participant
factors and language group (French or Chinese) as a between-
participants factor. The main effects of trajectory pattern and
spatial layout were significant (P < 0.001 for both) and interacted
with each other (P = 0.001), indicating a greater impact of spatial
distortion on static (72 ms) relative to forward (52 ms) and back-
ward (29 ms) trajectories. Overall, masked primes accelerated
visible target recognition in repeated trials relative to unrepeated
trials (P < 0.001). The magnitude of this priming effect changed
with trajectory patterns (P < 0.001), as repetition led to smaller
savings with static stimuli (19-ms priming) than with either forward
or backward trajectories (66 and 40 ms, respectively). Priming did
not interact with target layout (P> 0.15). Although overall reading
latency never differed between the two groups (P > 0.5), the
magnitude of repetition priming was greater in the French than in
the Chinese participants (59 vs. 24 ms, P < 0.005).
When the analysis was restricted to moving trajectory trials,

participants responded faster in normal than in distorted trials (P<
0.001) and, crucially, in forward relative to backward trials (P <
0.001), indicating that target words were recognized faster when
presented in the normal writing direction. These effects were both
greater in Chinese participants relative to French participants (61
vs. 20 ms, P = 0.001 for distortion; 100 vs. 14 ms, P < 0.001 for
writing direction), indicating a greater sensitivity to spatial char-
acter organization and handwriting direction in Chinese than in
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Fig. 1. Behavioral paradigm. (A) Each trial consisted of a sequence of five
visual stimuli, i.e., a fixation cross, a forward mask, a normally written static
cursive word prime, a backward mask, and a visible word target displayed
either as a dynamic writing trajectory or as a static word, with or without
spatial distortion. French and Chinese participants were not informed about
the presence of masked primes and made natural/artificial judgments only
about visible targets in their respective languages. (B) Each target was dis-
played by orthogonally manipulating its trajectory pattern (forward, back-
ward, or static) and spatial layout (normal or distorted). Thus, targets could
appear either as static letters strings or as moving trajectories played for-
ward or backward, whereas their spatial layout could be normal or distorted.
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Fig. 2. Mean reaction time during semantic categorization (measured from
target onset). (A) Effects of spatial distortion and trajectory patterns. Both
groups of participants recognized normal shaped targets more quickly than
distorted targets (P< 0.005 for Frenchand P< 0.001 for Chinese) and responded
faster to forward (F) than to backward (B) trajectories (P < 0.05 for French and
P< 0.001 for Chinese). (B) Effects of repetition priming. Forward trials produced
significant priming (P < 0.001), with the effect size being greater for French
than for Chinese participants (P< 0.03). The effect of priming in backward trials
was also significant (P < 0.001) and greater for French than for Chinese (P <
0.001). Repetition priming in static trials (S) was significant (P < 0.001) and did
not differ in effect size between two groups (P > 0.15).
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French. Furthermore, forward trials produced larger repetition
priming than backward trials (P < 0.001), and this directional dif-
ference in priming was again greater in Chinese participants rela-
tive to French participants (P < 0.05).
By contrast, when the analysis was restricted to static trials,

spatial distortion overall slowed down reading (P < 0.001), but
now with a greater impact on French participants than on Chi-
nese participants (90 vs. 54 ms, P = 0.002). On those static trials,
repetition priming was significant (P < 0.001) and did not differ
between the two groups (19 ms for both, P > 0.5).
The prime visibility test revealed that participants could be oc-

casionally aware of themasked primes (mean d′= 0.43). However,
additional analyses indicated that such partial visibility did not
suffice to explain the observed priming effects and that prime
visibility did not change with other experimental factors, including
trajectory patterns, target layout, and group (SI Results).

fMRI Results. Relative to the word-absent baseline, the semantic
decision task activated an extended set of bilateral frontoparietal
and occipitotemporal regions. This global activation by written
words was similarly distributed between alphabetic and logographic
readers: no brain region survived direct between-groups compar-
isons (Z < 2.33). We then searched for brain regions modulated by
the spatial layout and trajectory patterns of target word forms
(Table S1). Spatially distorted words, relative to undistorted ones,

activated the bilateral occipitotemporal area, posterior parietal
cortex (PPC), and lateral prefrontal region (Fig. 3), replicating the
known incremental deployment of the dorsal visual system during
the effortful reading of degraded words (31, 32). The magnitude of
this distortion effect did not differ between groups (P > 0.2).
As for moving trajectories, they activated a broad array of

regions relative to static targets (Fig. 3), including the bilateralMT/
V5 complex, a region strongly involved in motion perception (34)
and previously shown to be linked with the fluent reading network
when reading from motion cues (35). We then searched for the
neural correlates of the behavioral cost of reversed relative to
forward trajectories. This contrast only revealed greater activation
to reversed than to forward trajectories in the left and right occi-
pitotemporal areas (−32, −88, 20, Z = 5.80 and 24, −84, −8, Z =
5.11, respectively) and right PPC (30, −46, 50, Z = 4.77), with the
overall effect size being larger for Chinese than French participants
(Z > 4.70 for all). Thus, both spatial distortion and trajectory re-
versal suggested a role of the dorsal visual system, together with the
bilateral occipito-temporal cortex, in effortful reading of degraded
words (32).
Next, we delineated the fast reading system capable of

encoding even briefly flashed masked words. To this end, we
searched for brain areas showing repetition suppression effects
induced by the masked primes. The main effect of repetition
priming (Fig. 4A) was found in the VWFA and in bilateral fronto-
parietal regions beyond the classical posterior perisylvian system
for alphabetic reading (11), which included the same right PPC
region showing sensitivity to the spatial distortion of word forms
(see above) and the left PMd corresponding to Exner’s area (29).
When separated by language groups, the main effect of priming

reached significance in the left posterior inferior prefrontal cortex
(−42, 8, 20, Z = 5.12) and left and right PPC (−30, −50, 52, Z =
4.53 and 26, −64, 50, Z = 4.70, respectively) only in French par-
ticipants and in the bilateral anterior middle frontal gyrus just
underlyingBA9 (48, 22, 32,Z= 5.14 and−48, 10, 40,Z= 4.33) only
in Chinese participants. By contrast, cross-cultural overlap was
seen in the left posterior inferior frontal gyrus and VWFA. These
culture-specific trends concur with some previous studies (5, 14,
15, 17) and may suggest that alphabetic and logographic readers
rely, respectively, more on phonological transcoding versus lexico-
semantic processing systems (6, 36). Crucially, however, none of
these regions survived a direct between-group comparison (prim-
ing × group interaction, Z < 2.9 for all), supporting cross-cultural
universality of reading networks; cultural effects, if any, were too
small to achieve classical statistical significance.
We then looked separately at moving versus static trials (Fig.

4B), testing our predicted dissociation: with forward-moving tra-
jectories, priming should arise from Exner’s area, whereas with
static trajectories, priming should arise from the VWFA.
Moving trajectories. Repetition suppression restricted to forward
trials was found in the bilateral medial frontal area (−6, 6, 60, Z =
5.11) and left lateral frontal region extending from the inferior
frontal gyrus (−42, 6, 20, Z = 4.45) to the PMd (−28, 2, 52, Z =
4.54). As predicted, only the left PMd showed significantly greater
priming in forward trials relative to both backward (−50, −4, 44,
Z= 3.82) and static (−24, 0, 50, Z= 4.13) trajectories. Importantly,
this premotor region lies close to the reported coordinates of
Exner’s area (−23, −5, 51) as activated during a handwriting task
(29). Indeed, an a priori region of interest (ROI) for Exner’s area
(Fig. 4B) revealed robust priming for forward trajectories (P <
0.001), which was greater than for backward (P < 0.05) and static
(P < 0.005) trials. As expected, this region showed no significant
difference in priming between normal and distorted layouts. The
response profile for Exner’s area differed strikingly from the one
for the VWFA (Fig. 4B), where the amount of priming did not
differ between forward and backward trials (P > 0.05). Taken to-
gether, these findings suggest that the left PMd can be driven by
masked cursive stimuli and operates as a direction-sensitive but
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Fig. 3. Effects of spatial distortion and motion on the reading network.
Each panel shows whole-brain views of the main effect of the corresponding
experimental factor in the group analysis, a single coronal slice, and a plot of
BOLD activation at a selected site (indicated by the blue cursor on the cor-
onal slice). The x axis gives the experimental condition (F = forward, B =
backward, S = static), and the y axis gives the mean and SE of an estimate of
brain activation size (β value associated with the corresponding regressor in
the SPM analysis; a.u., arbitrary units). (A) Effect of spatial distortion. Dis-
torted targets relative to normal-shaped targets activated the bilateral
occipitoparietal and extrastriate regions. Notably, the right PPC (26, −64, 56),
previously associated with serial effortful reading (32), showed a sharp
sensitivity to the spatial layout of word forms, regardless of the writing
system. This distortion effect was greater for static words than for moving
trajectories (P < 0.001) and did not differ between French and Chinese (P >
0.2; Results). (B) Effect of motion. Moving trajectories (forward and back-
ward collapsed) relative to static words recruited similar dorsal and ventral
visual systems but further yielded robust activation foci in the bilateral MT/
V5 region (−48, −76, 8) involved in motion perception (34).
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distortion-resistant component of the fluent reading network, pre-
sumably capable of inferring the gestures associated with writing.
A prediction of our hypothesis is that this region should be

unable to represent writing gestures when provided with mis-
leading trajectory information (backward writing). Indeed, no
brain region emerged as significant when testing for priming on
backward trials, although a nonsignificant trend was seen at the
right anterior cingulate cortex (6, 26, 36, Z = 3.79) and left in-
ferior lateral prefrontal (−40, 12, 26, Z = 3.15) and posterior
occipitotemporal (−48, −66, −8, Z = 3.37) regions. Backward
trajectories did not produce a trend of priming in the left PMd
area identified above or in the a priori–defined Exner’s area (P >
0.1 for both).
Static words. Repetition priming for static words appeared in the
right PPC (14, −66, 60, Z = 4.28) and the left occipitotemporal

sulcus anterior to the VWFA (−36, −48, −18, Z = 4.44). In these
regions, the magnitude of priming was greater or tended to be
greater for static relative to moving trials (P < 0.02 for PPC and
P < 0.06 for VWFA). Neither of these regions showed different
levels of priming between normal and distorted layouts (P > 0.1).
At the known coordinates of the VWFA (Fig. 4B), there was
a highly significant effect of priming for static words (P < 0.001),
which was greater for static relative to moving trajectories (P =
0.02). However, static words produced no significant priming in
Exner’s area (P > 0.05), thus completing the double dissociation
between these two sites (see SI Results for additional analysis).
We further tested the cross-cultural universality of these re-

gion-specific priming profiles. Cross-cultural comparisons for
each trajectory type revealed only one brain region showing
a significant group difference in priming: the right PPC showed
greater priming for static words in French relative to Chinese
participants (18, −68, 58, Z = 4.19). This priming-by-group in-
teraction was further confirmed in the posterior parietal ROI
previously associated with serial effortful reading (31, 32) (P <
0.001). Other regions, including the VWFA and Exner’s area,
showed no cross-cultural difference in priming effects.

Discussion
Our behavioral results show that, in both alphabetic and logo-
graphic readers, two distinct decoding systems for fluent reading
can be isolated. The observed priming by static words concurs with
the recent work by Qiao et al. (31) and suggests that the un-
conscious perception of cursive primes rapidly drives the expert
visual word form system for recognizing well-formed letter strings.
However, this fast visual coding system no longer showed priming
when the targets were spatially distorted words, which slowed
down reading latency relative to normal-shaped words. Second,
decoding of a dynamic writing trajectory was faster and more ac-
curate in normal than in reversed directions but was indifferent to
the spatial layout of letters. Importantly, this finding supports the
view that a direction-sensitive capacity to infer the motor patterns
of handwriting gestures contributes to visual letter perception (37)
and cannot be attributed to other generic factors, such as serial
letter-by-letter scanning, attentional load, and eye movements
during reading.
In fMRI, we observed that handwritten primes induce repeti-

tion suppression in a far more extensive bilateral cortical network
than the posterior left-hemispheric network classically seen in
alphabetic users when words are presented in a printed Roman
font (6). The observed large-scale network encompassed not only
the known universal components of reading in occipitotemporal
(4, 5) and inferolateral frontal (5, 8) regions, but also those brain
regions previously proposed to represent culture-specific com-
ponents of logographic reading, i.e., the left lateral prefrontal
cortex around BA9 (15, 17), left PMd (9), and bilateral PPC (13,
16). Critically, however, this network showed no significant cross-
cultural difference between French and Chinese through its entire
extent. The present results suggest that these regions constitute
a highly interconnected network that activates even to briefly
flashed and masked stimuli and thus before late-stage attentional
or strategic modulation. We therefore propose that this distrib-
uted set of brain regions represents a fast and invariant network
underlying fluent reading across different cultures.
In tight parallel with the behavioral results, we observed a double

dissociation between the VWFA and the PMd. First, static cursive
words yielded repetition suppression in the classical VWFA in-
volved in printed word recognition (4) but showed no differential
priming between forward and backward trajectories. This same
region, together with bilateral PPC and occipitotemporal regions,
also showed enhanced activation to distorted targets, reflecting the
known top-down amplification of the VWFA system during ef-
fortful reading of degraded stimuli (32). Coupled with the behav-
ioral effects of spatial distortion on static word recognition, these
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yielded response adaptation broadly in the left and right hemispheres, in-
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perisylvian and parietotemporal regions previously associated with printed
word recognition. However, none of these regions showed a significant
cross-cultural difference in priming (Results). When separated by trajectory
type (lower), forward trials produced repetition priming only in the left PMd
and inferolateral frontal region. By contrast, static trials produced priming
only in the right PPC and left occipitotemporal region, including the VWFA
proper. (B) The magnitude of priming at a priori defined coordinates of the
VWFA and Exner’s area. Consistent with the priming patterns observed in
whole-brain statistical parametric maps, the VWFA (−40, −50, −14) showed
greater priming to static words relative to moving trajectories, whereas
Exner’s area (−24, −4, 52) showed greater priming to forward trajectories
than to backward trajectories. Neither of these priming effects differed
significantly in effect size between French and Chinese participants.
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findings suggest that the VWFA mediates fluent recognition of
letter strings and does so with high efficiency primarily for typo-
graphically well-formed words with proper spacing (32).
Second, cursive primes produced priming in the left PMd

corresponding to Exner’s area, but only when writing trajectories
were presented in the proper forward direction. This effect was
indifferent to the final spatial layout of the letter string, as the
magnitude of priming did not change with spatial distortion.
Direct comparison with backward and static trials further con-
firmed that the left PMd was specifically involved whenever the
trajectory of the handwritten target corresponded to a plausible
writing gesture. This direction selectivity seems to concur with
nonhuman primate data showing that the PMd encodes motor
parameters of arm movements, such as direction and amplitude
(38). We therefore suggest that this region contributes to fluent
reading by inferring the writing gestures corresponding to the
observed handwritten letters. Indeed, the left-lateralized priming
in the PMd is consistent with the fact that our participants were
all right-handed (29).
Given the hypothesized bottom-up nature of masked priming

(33), this kinesthetic decoding system is likely to operate un-
consciously before a global activation of the cerebral language
network. Such a fast unconscious operation is indeed required if it
is to facilitate visual recognition, as postulated by many models of
handwritten reading (30, 39, 40). To date, the specific causal role
of the PMd in reading has remained unclear because damage to
the same region interferes with visual word recognition only oc-
casionally (41). However, this region is likely to play a pivotal role
in reading acquisition, because novice readers are known to rely on
amotormemory for hand gestures when recognizing written words
(26). Although this system may lose some of its prominence as the
child gains expertise in automatic word identification using the
emerging VWFA (42, 43), our priming results show that it remains
highly sensitive to flashed cursive words in expert adults. We
therefore conclude that both VWFA and left PMd are automati-
cally activated even during fluent reading.
Altogether, our results support the proposal that the expert

reading network universally comprises two distinct pathways: an
orthographic decoding system in the VWFA (reading by eye) and
a kinesthetic gesture code system in Exner’s area (reading by
hand). Gesture inference during reading may occur independently
of the VWFA system because the dorsal visuomotor pathway is
known to mainly receive sensory inputs via the PPC (44). Our view
predicts that the gesture code of writing should play amuch greater
role in reading when the expert VWFA system is not fully de-
veloped, either in early stages of reading acquisition or in the
earlier ages of the literate human history when handwriting was
used as a dominant medium for writing. Indeed, recent de-
velopmental data show that reading acquisition is facilitated when
young children are taught to write or finger-trace the letter shapes
compared with classical grapho-phonemic teaching without
a haptic component (26). Conversely, fMRI of normal and dyslexic
children also suggests that reading difficulties lead to a greater
reliance on the left Exner’s area, suggesting partial compensation
through the gesture system (43).
Our results further suggest that a large part of the known cul-

tural variations in the cerebral reading network may represent
merely a differential weighting of the universal visual and gestural
coding systems. Some writing systems, such as Chinese, Japanese,
or Tamil, remain strongly centered on a realistic depiction of
handwriting strokes, whereas others, including the Roman alpha-
bet, are stylized to the point of using unique shapes for printed
letters that even expert literates can no longer write (e.g., the shape
of a printed letter g). We suggest that the former systems more
systematically engage the gestural reading system in the left PMd.
Indeed, this region has been shown to exhibit unconscious priming
for cursive-looking Japanese logograms (9) but not for printed
alphabetic words (10, 21). In the present study, this region,

although contributing to both cultures, wasmore strongly engaged
by moving than by static words in Chinese than in French par-
ticipants, possibly because motor memory clearly plays a key role
in memorizing the thousands of characters needed for fluent
Chinese reading (Table S1). Conversely, the VWFA, although
universally involved in reading (5), is more activated in English
than in Italian, presumably because of the greater number of
graphemes needed in a nontransparent compared with a trans-
parent alphabetic language (11).
Finally, meta-analyses indicate a greater reliance on the left

BA9 in Chinese compared with alphabetic reading (5, 17, 18). The
function of this region remains unclear: it was initially attributed to
addressed phonology (17), but in a recent, larger meta-analysis of
Chinese reading, this region is more strongly activated by semantic
than by phonological or orthographic tasks (18). Using a semantic
decision task, we found repetition priming bilaterally in this region
only in Chinese participants, yet no significant difference emerged
between Chinese and French readers. Another study using se-
mantic judgment found the same region to be robustly activated in
both English and Chinese reading, although with a significant
advantage for Chinese (8). Thus, although a cultural difference
seems to exist in this region and may have emerged in our study
with greater statistical power, the existing literature clearly indi-
cates that its activation is not unique to Chinese reading.
Overall, these results shed light on the ongoing debate between

tenants of a universal neurobiological circuitry for reading (5, 45)
and proponents of a culture-specific circuitry for logographic
reading, with special reliance on the gestural system (19). Our view
extends the previously known cross-cultural commonality of the
left posterior hemisphere reading network (4–6) by showing that
reading and writing also universally recruit a shared premotor
component. Naturally, at a microscopic level, neural networks are
expected to specifically tune to the different symbol shapes (4) and
sound systems (46) unique to each language. However, at a more
macroscopic level, we propose that cultural variability lies pri-
marily in the different emphasis that distinct writing systems place
on the visual and gestural pathways, thus resulting in modulations
of the spatial extent and amplitude of brain activity within cul-
turally universal brain circuits. This proposal is in good agreement
with the neuronal recycling hypothesis that recent cultural
acquisitions are implemented in the human brain with only small
culture-specific modulations of preexisting circuits (25, 45).

Methods
Participants. We tested 16 French (five females, mean age = 24 y) and 16
Chinese (12 females, mean age = 22 y) volunteers. All were healthy right-handed
native speakers of their respective languages. Written informed consent was
obtained from each participant before the fMRI experiment. The study was
approved by the regional ethical committees in France (Commissariat à
l’Energie Atomique) and Taiwan (National Yang-Ming University).

Stimuli and Task.We selected 64 medium-to-high frequency nouns for French
and Chinese, respectively. Half of them represented natural objects and the
other half represented man-made objects in each language. French words
each consisted of four to five letters in length (mean = 4.6), whereas Chinese
words each were written with a single character of 3–10 strokes (mean =
6.6). Primes and targets denoted either the same word or different words in
the same semantic category. Participants made natural/artificial judgments
about visible targets preceded by masked primes.

The experimental was a 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design with trajectory
pattern (forward, backward, or static), word identity (same or different), and
spatial layout (normal or distorted) as within-participant factors and lan-
guage group (French and Chinese) as a between-participants factor. Partic-
ipants received four sessions of 240 randomly ordered trials (24 trials for
each priming condition plus 48 trials for a word-absent baseline). Error
responses and latencies greater than 2 s (15.8% of all responses) were ex-
cluded from the reaction time data analysis.

For each participant, we also ran a prime visibility test after the imaging
sessions. Each trial comprised the same sequence of masks andwords as in the
activation paradigm, except that each letter in a primewordwas presented as
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a mirror-inverted image with a probability of 50%. Participants judged in
a forced choice test whether primes were flipped (84 trials).

fMRI Procedures. Imagingdatawere acquiredon twoSiemens Trio 3-T scanners
inFrance (NeurospinCenter)andTaiwan (NationalYang-MingUniversity), each
with a same gradient echo-echo planar imaging sequence (25 contiguous axial
slices, thickness 4mmwith1-mmgap, repetition time=1,400ms,echo time=30
ms, flip angle = 80°, field of view = 240 × 240mm2, 64 × 64 pixels). Participants
received four scanning sessions, each lasting∼11min andgiving∼500 volumes.

Data Analysis. Imaging data were processed and analyzed using SPM5 (www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images were corrected for head motion, normalized to
the standard brain space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute,
and spatially smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian filter (5-mm full width at
half maximum). These images were high-pass filtered at 120 s and smoothed
with a 4-s Gaussian kernel. For each participant, a weighted-mean image for
each trial type was computed by fitting each voxel time series with the
known time series of the nine event types convolved with a canonical he-
modynamic response function with time and dispersion derivatives. The

effects of neural response adaptation, or repetition suppression, were cal-
culated as the reduction of activation in repeated trials relative to non-
repeated trials (33). Unless stated otherwise, all effects of interest were
reported at voxel P < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. In addition,
ROI analyses were performed using a 5-mm radius spherical search volume
centered at the previously reported coordinates of the left MT/V5 [−48, −76,
8 (34)], right PPC [26, −64, 56 (32)], VWFA [−40, −50, −14 (3)], and Exner’s
area [−24, −4, 52 (29)].
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